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·Parking decal
fees will raise
again this fall
President Steven Altman and
the President's Advisory Staff,
Bolte states, "a slightly higher
An increase of $12 in stu- fee ... would better meet our
dent parking fees for the 1990- need for new parking space
91 year will help fund a pro- and for the development of a
jected high-rise parking struc- fund1ng base for a parking
ture, a benefit present UCF garage structure."
stud en ts will probably never
Also in the memorandum,
get a chance to enjoy.
Bolte said, ''The fee increases
UCF student parking will are significant but the parking
increase 67 percent, from $18 problems faced by students,
to $30 per year, the most sub- faculty and staff during the
stantial parking fee elevation past year have also been sigS ta ff nificant, and parking in unof the three levels.
parking will increase 45 per- paved and unimproved areas
cent, from $21 to $30 per year, continues to be an inconvenand faculty has the lowest es- ience of major magnitude."
calation of 39 percent, from
Richard Turkiewicz, chief of
$36 per year to $50. Motorcycle UCFs police department and
parking fees will remain un- brainchild of the decal fee intouched.
crease, said, "I think that the
The fee increases are ex- increase was a fair increase
pected to raise the total decal this year (but) it's not as much
revenue from $354, 700 last as we need to give the commuyear to an estimated $562,736 nity the best parking they
this year. The extra $208,036 deserve."
will become a sort of trust fund
Bolte said the new decal fee
for a future parking garage.
will allow UCF to continue
In a memorandum sent by building more parking spaces
Dr. John Bolte, vice president and establish an ongoing plan
of Administration and Finance to maintain existing parking
and key participant in the
see PARKING FEES page 4
decal fee increase, to UCF
by David Bolender
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BEAT THE HEAT
Lee Wisniewski, a UCF football team nose guard, finds a cool way to beat the 94 degree heat
Monday-with his summer JOb. He washes cars for the campus police department.

UCF and Spaceport join forces to
advance future space technology
by Michele S. King
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In early May, UCF's new Space Education
and Research Center (SERC) and Spaceport
USA announced a joint research project to
make tracking and identifying objects in space
more accurate.
Once completed, the Space Object Tracking
and Idenfification (SOTI) project will be utilized on a shuttle mission as soon as 1993.
The SOTI project involves launching a small
satel1ite from the shuttle and then tracking the
satellite from the ground with telescopes and
tracking equipment.
"[The venture] represents very exciting initial progress for the university's space research
efforts," President Steven Altman said.
The SOTI project will be led by Dr. Ronald
Phi11ips of UCF's college of engineering.
Dr. Jerry Ven~re, the interim director of

SERC, stated that they will attempt to involve
students as much as possible in this project.
"That's what the university is here for-to
provide an education for the students," Ventre
said.
In addition to combining efforts with Spaceport US~ SERC has formed a consortium with
the University of California at San Diego, the
Florida Institute ofTechnology and the University of Hawaii.
SERC and the other three universities will
attempt to raise the remaining $1.2 million
needed to get the SOTI project off the ground
and into space.
The SOTI project with SERC marks the first
time Spaceport USA has been affiliated with a
Florida university.
''The partnership between SERC and Spaceport USA promises to be extremely beneficial
see SPACE RESEARCH page 4

Information courtesy of Administration and Finance.

BOR could eliminate stagnant
by Vicki Hogan
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Florida Board of Regents (BOR) will, for the
first time, review degree programs and eliminate
those which have not produced graduates in three
years.
The review, which began in January at the request
of BOR member DuBose Ausley, has identified 53
"zero productivity" programs in Florida's nine state
universities. Three graduate programs at UCF are
affected.
According to Patrick Riordan, public affairs director for the BOR, the universities were asked to
submit lists of programs which have been in exis-

tence for at least five years, but have not produced tion programs that offer degrees in specialized areas.
graduates for the last three years.
Riordan explained that most students are seeking
Other degree programs a university may want more general education degrees.
eliminated were also submitted with the list, he said.
Zero productivity programs that will be retained
The review will be presented at the BO R's July 26- are degrees the board expects to be popular in the
27 meeting in Tallahassee.
near future, Riordan said.
Riordan said the review will have an impact on the
Programs at UCF scheduled for elimination in budgeting process because the board w.ill have "a clude graduate degrees in Speech, Communication &
clearer picture of what each university is doing."
English Education, Foreign Language Education
This will make allocating resources more efficient, and Environmental Systems.
Riordan said.
Dr. Robert D. Martin, chairman of Instructional
Riordan said he expects the board to periodically .Programs at UCF, said the elimination of these
review degree programs in this manner as part ofits education programs will not be a problem for any
budgeting process.
UCF ,students since the programs are no longer
Most of the programs to be terminated are educa- active.
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LITTLE SWJN~ER
Chris Dapport plays on a tire swing Monday in the Creative
School playground. Dapport attends the school's summer camp.

Student government officials who· fail to
meet SG's eligibility requirements would be
automatically removed from office under a bill
passed unanimously by the student senate July
1.
Officials would still have a one-week grace
period after the end of add/drop to file appeals
of the new statute .
Sen. Scott Bowen, chairman of the Legislative, Judicial and Rules Committee, said the
bill (22-62) spells out an ambiguity in the statutes.
Last fall, former student body President
Fred Schmidt took three credit hours. He was
requfred to take six hours. Becau~e the statutes
did not spell out a penalty, Schmidt was allowed
to remain jn office.
Sen. Steven Bywater said it was a change he
had penciled in his copy of the SG statutes .
The bill allows appeals to the Judicial Council solely for the interpretation of the deadline.
If that appeal is upheld, then the Elections and
Appointments Committee would hear the appeal.
The senate also passed unanimously a resolution (22-23) making motions to table legislation indefinitely debatable, to allow senators
time to justify reasons for doing so.
At the meeting Sunday, the senate overrode
a veto of a bill redefining tangible publicity in
the SG election statutes. The bill (22-33) excludes verbal campaigning and independent

news media from the definition of tangible
publicity.
When Schmidt vetoecj. the bill March l9, he
said allowing ca.ndidates individual access to
the media could re~ult in the media elec_ting the ·
candidate of their choice.
Schmidt also said in a memo: "Running for
office is a privilege ...hence no rights [of free
speech] are violated."
The senate also passed a bill (22-65) requiring all contracts signed by the student body ·
president to be co-signed by the SG business
manag~r or another Student Affairs official.
The bill also requires senate approval of
11fUlti-year contracts and contracts greater
than $2,000.
Sen. Da~idMann said he thought th€ bi11 was
in danger ofbeing vetoed by student body President Jeff Laing.
Laing, who was not at the meeting Sunday,
said Monday he had not seen t)le bill.
At Sunday's meeting, the senate also passed
unanimously a bill requiringtheJudicial Council to meet once a month. The council has met
twice this year.
·
The bill (22~66) had been originally filed in
late February by Senators Scott Bowen and
Paul Wheeler.
·
Former student body Vice President
Christine Toutikian had rejected the filing
based on an opinion from former Attorney
General Lori Dickes, who said the bill was
unconstitutional.
see SENATE page 5
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As passed by the senate, 100 percent income, 6 percent of Wild Pizza
because of that stipulation.
STAFF REPORTER
"The bill has been vetoed," Tubbs _ of the student center's: revenue from commissions, SAC rental fees and 70
said. "I wou d suggest that it stand."
the Wild Pizza and auditorium would percent of ·game room income in the
The student senate let student body
· Sen. Scott Bowen asked Tubbs what be placed in the student government enterprise account.
· Laing's proposal has no provision for
PresidentJeffLaing's veto of the 1990- changes would be acceptable t_o him enter rise account.
91 budget stipulations bill stand 10-10 and would the distribution agreement
Seventy percent of the gatne room auditorium income.
At the meeting, the argument
July 1 after the vke president for stu- from last year's stipulations be accept- income would also be placed in that
dent affairs threatened to veto the bill - able to him.
·
account. The remaining income would tu.med from the stipulation to a discus· if the senate overrode Laing's veto.
· ·"I would need to review it,7' Tubbs go to the center's repair and replace- sion of alleged abuses of the center's
repair and replacement account.
Vice President of Student Affairs said.
.
..
ment account .
''We have no control or way to force
LeVester Tubbs told the senate he
Laing vetoed the stipulations June
Laing has asked the senate to return
would veto the bill (22-43) because of a 20. The stipulations spell out how the to the orginal deal between SG and the - them to put [income] in the [repair and
stipulation redistributing Student· new Activity and Service Fee (A&SF) .Stude_ntCenter, which would place 100
see VETO page 5
percent of Student Activity Center
Center revenue. Laing vetoed the bill oudget may be spent.
by Tom Kopacz
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can Sign Language is not an
' minds and get a commitment Center of Excellence in Manning said.
approved avenue for satisfying
Orlando, one of ten such cenThe withdrawal deadline I on plans to enroll this fall.
UCFs foreign language profi•ONE OF TEN
Sherrod also said time is ters throughout Florida.
for the summer B term is FriAnthony Delia, a senior who ciency graduation requireday in the records and regis- j running out before fall 1 For further information,
is majoring in physics at UCF, ment."
tration office in the Admini- semester classes begin at UCF call 423-6632.'
According to Micarelli, the
is one of ten college students
Aug.
20.
stration building.
nationally-and the only one description of the foreign lanAnyone interested in volur:i- • SP.ACE WORKSHOP
teering anytime during the
Twenty-five teachers of from Florida-to be awarded a guage requirement on page 70
• FALL CLASSES
Touchtone registration for phonathon should contact grades 1-6 from around the $7,500 Mercury Seven Foun- of the 1990-91 pCF catalog is
the fall 1990 semester begins Sherrod through the admis- 1 nation will attend a two-week I dation scholarship for 1990- accurate.
According to the catalog,
1 NASA-University of Central 91.
Jul.y 23. Appointment times sions office.
Delia is the only one of the students graduating with aFlorida workshop starting this
are marked on student regisweek to unravel some myster- ten students to be recognized bachelor of science degree
tration forms, available in the • HIGH ACHIEVERS
must demonstrate proficiency
with a second such award.
The UCF Center for Excel- ies of space.
office of your major. .
lence will recognize approxiDeliaisanOrlandoresident in a foreign language equivaThe teachers will be intromately 25 central Florida Afri- duced to an array of NASA and graduate of Oak Ridge lent to one year, college-level
• PHONATHON PART Ii
Volunteers are needed to can-American students · for know-how during sessions at High School. This summer, instruction.
Bachelor of arts degree
help with a second three-day academic excellence and cul- Kennedy Space Center and Delia is at work on a National
Science Foundation Summer graduates must demonstrate
national phonathon to recruit tural accomplishment at 5 elsewhere.
minority applicants beginning p.m. July 14 in the St. Mark
The program, known as Research program at Florida foreign language proficiency
A.M.E. Church in Orlando.
equivalent to Intermediate
NEWEST (NASA Education State University.
July 19.
Elementary and secondary Workshop for Elementary
The calle.r s will contact
Language and Civilization I
(FRE ' 2200, GER 2200, SPN
more than 1,600 prospective school students will be in- School Students), is similar to •. SIGN OF THE TIMES
In light ofrecent legislation 2230, etc.), or three semesters
students who have met acar ducted into the McKnight one conducted by UCF in 1988
Dr. Patricia Manning, a on foreign language require- on the college level.
demic requirements but have Achievers Society (MAS).
Over the past five years, UCF professor of education ments, UCF Dean of UnderThe university-wide reyet to make a decision to at· more than 4,000 African- . and the KSC workshop coordi- graduate Studies Charles N. quirement may be fulfilled by
tend the university.
RicQ.ard M. Sherrod, gradu- American "students in Florida nator, said thousands of teach- Micarelli, in a memorandum either successful completion of
ate student assistant in the have been inducted into the ers applied for the summer to university faculty and staff, the appropriate courses or by
NEWEST programs at six said, "Sign language courses examination.
UCF admissions office and MAS.
Students are selected for NASA sites across the country. taught in high schools [can] be
coordinator of the effort, s_aid
he hopes to get a fair induction for their work as
"These are all master teach- \1.Sed for the State- University • NHL EXHIBITION
T.he Natiorral Hockey
headcount of how many stu- young role models within their ers who will take back to their Admission requirement, but
classes and schools a wealth of that has no effect on the League's Washington Capitals
dents to expect at UGF this respective communities.
The central Florida area knoyvledge about space from I un_iversity's graduation re- and Buffalo Sabres will play
fall.
an exnibition game 7:30 p.m.
He said he also hopes to MAS program is admil)istered biomedics to orbiters to" the quirement."
reestablish UCF in their through the UCF McKnight space station and beyond,'1 I Micarelli also said, "Ameri- Sept. 20 in the Orlando Arena.
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· On-campus apartments will become reality
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

New on-campus apartments will
open in the springof1992, according to
the director of the UCF housing office.
Housing office Director Chris
McCray said the new dorms will be
constructed by Housing and Neighborhood Development Services (HANDS),
a division of the Orange County Housing Authority.
The new buildings will be built on
nine acres east of Greek Row and the
scholarship house, near the new fieldhouse. A commons building with laundry facilities will also be built to serve
the residents of the new apartments.
The dorms will house 702 students
in 15 buildings, with four students per
1,015-square-foot apartment. Each
resident will have his own bedroom.
Each apartment will also have its
own kitchen", eliminating the need for
dining halls near the apartments.
The complex will be similar in design to one now under construction at
the University of ,Florida.

PARKING FEES
FROM PAGE 1

lots.
But in the process of the
recent master plan review, it
was decided there was a need
to conserve campus building
space.
"The construction of park-

Although UF's commons building
will have a convenience store, UCF's
will not, McCray srud.
Freshmen will not be allowed to live
in the apartments, McCray said.
McCray said HANDS will finance
and provide contractors for the new
dorms. Financing will come from
$16,485,000 in bond money, which will
be paid by the university over the next
25-30 years.
"They will do all of that and then
they'll tum the keys over to us,"
McCray said.
McCray said groundbreaking was to
be held in August, but had to be delayed
because financing is not set yet. "We
can break ground, but it doesn't mean
anything if the money's not there," he
said.
"It looks like everything is in order
and we're on go," HANDS spokesperson Lisa Fisher said.
Fisher said Orange County Housing
Board member Tommy Tompkins
brought her group and UCF together.
Tompkins is a member of the University Foundation.

ing structures, rather than
surface parking, offers an exce11ent opportunity to optimize
and minimize land use for
parking," Bolte said.
The proposed decal fees will
help establish a sound funding
plan for parking garages in the
future, Bolte said.
Student body President Jeff
Laing has been in full support

•
Q

0

0

.
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•
courtesy of UCF Housing Dept.

Fisher said UCFs Computer Science department is helping HANDS set
up its new computer system.
"It seemed like a natural extension

of a parking decal fee increase
since serving as chief of staff
under former President Fred
Schmidt.
"I'm in full support of a fee
increase, as long as the students can see where their
money is going," Laing said.
UCF needs $150,000 of the
$208,036 surplus to build th e
high-rise parking garage fund .

of that existing relationship," Fisher
said.
The university will lease the buildings from HANDS after they are paid.

"The typical car garage often costs $5,000 per space,"
Bolte said. He also said he
thought it would take a considerable amount of time to raise
the money needed.
But Bolte also added that
the University of Fforida successfully financed a parking
garage because "they had developed a fund reserve to de-

•

fray part of the construction
cost and improve bond financing opportunities and interest
rates."
According to Turkiewicz,
the parking garage, and subsequent parking decal increase,
is a direct result of the increasing student population as well
as the continuing shutdown of
temporary lots.

•

•

•

SPACE RESEARCH
FROM PAGE 1

•
for both parties," Altman said.
SERC was created earlier
this year in an attempt to
make UCF a more active participator in the still growing
space technology industry.
"We need to assume the
leadership role in space technology," Ventre said.
SERC is compiled of a select
group of UCF faculty from a
variety of disciplines.
In a task force report presented to Altman .many possible areas of SERC involvement are listed.
For example, NASA has
instructed all centers to provide a feasibility study and
cost estimate for a lunar settlement.
In addition, a prototype
lunar environment called
Florida Moonbase-1 will be
constructed on a 300 acre site
· just six miles from the UCF
campus.
The first phase of Moonbase-1 will be financed by the
Ohbayashi Corporation of
Japan and several American
firms to the tune of $100 million.
Moonbase-1 will provide an
environment for future research and education to be
used in establishing the first
permanent settlement on the
moon.
Moonbase-1 is intended to
. become operational in time for
the 1992 International Space
Year.
"We are just now entering
the commercial space era.
Government is not the only
one with access to space now,"
Ventre said.
Ventre said he hopes the
creation of SERC will help
UCF take advantage of the
new era.

•
•

•
"And UPS agrees. That's one of the
reasons I work there. But they do a lot
more than pay me to take time off. I make
almost $10,000 a year working part-time
for abo ut 4 hou rs a day. That's great pay
for a lull -time student.

•

"Th e benefits jon't stop there. either.

I get paid holidays, medical and dental benefits. even a student loan if
I need one. I got lo pick morning
or evening shifts. I work in Operations,
but some students work in accounting,
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and
Customer Service.

I

*

•

"If you want to make money while you
study and when you travel, check out
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."

•

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS. see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer .
M/F

•

•
•
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passed June 24 reverted to the
state at the end of the 1989-90
FROM PAGE 3
fiscal year June 30.
• Passed a resolution (22-24)
Dickes said Feb. 21 the sen- asking the administration to
ate had no right to enact the place seats in the halls of the
requirement. Bowen, in a Health and Physics Building
written response March 5, ~aid for students who wish to study
Article IV, Section 4.A.2, of the before classes.
constitution tells the Chief • Confirmed Sen. Dianne
Justice to "Supervise the ad- Goigel as SG public relations
ministration of the [Judicial] director. She was appointed by
Council...as established by Laing July 1.
II Nominated Mann to replace
statute."
"The legislative branch es- President Pro Tern Lisa Thietablishes the statute via legis- ler, wno resigned July 1 be- .
cause of h er responsibilities
lation," Bowen wrote.
· In other action Sunday, th e with Orientation Team.
The president pro t ern resenate also:
• Passed a bill (22-64) allocat- places the vice pr esident when
ing $750 to the Surf Club for that person is not available.
r egistration cost s with the The president pro tern is also
National Scholastic Surfing second in the line of succession
to .. th e student body presiAssociation.
A similar bill (22-61) that dency.

SENATE

•
•

•
•

.
Sd.H.OOL CROSSING .

Jorge Alvarez/CE NTRAL FLORIDA FUTUAi=

.

Driver's cruise througJi UCF's main entrance at University Blvd., which reopen ed Mooday after two
mo.nths
,;
·
.,. "
.construction
. for tt.le wide~irig at that part of Alaf aya TraJI. .

of

.

.

. · o~ne~al MillS establishes first
restaurant management chair
•
by Tom Kopacz

•

STAFF REPORTER

The General Mills Restaurant Group will estab.l.ish the nation's first endowed cha ir in restaurant management at UCF.
General Mills, which runs 660 Red Lobster
and Olive Garden restauranJ;s nationwide,
announced June28 that it would give $600,000
to UCF in two annual iHstallmerits~
$~20,0GG from.the state. will all<?w UC~ to
hire "a top scholar in tke field of restaurant
mana~ement. . .
. .
.
The new chair wi.11 be b1own as the General
Mills. Emi!lent Scholar Chair in Restaurant
Management.·
.
• ..
.
.
The two-restaurant chams have 34 locabons
in Central Florida, and General Mills Restaurants has more than 5,000 employees and its

Goigel has since been
named public relations director.
Laing and Vjce President
replacement] account," Sen. Jason DiBona are also memDavid Mann said. Mann said bers of 0-Team.
international headquarters in the area.
over the past year the account
Bywater denied any conflict
"The generosity of the General Mills Foun- has been used to pay for pool of interest. "I was planning on
dation will enable UCF to enrich its hospitality table recovering and executive overriding the veto," he said.
management program so that it can address the office furniture.
"The information brought out
needs of one of the fastest growing segments of
"I seriously doubt [th e Siu- at the senate meeting caused
the hospitality industry in Central Florida," dent Centerl is using it as a me to change my vote."
UCF President Steven Altman said.
slush fund," Sen. Lisa Thie1er
Gilio, Marlar, Thieler and
The chair will be the eighth at UCF, and the said.
..
Goigel could not be reached for
third announced within the past year.
"I don't really care what Dr.. comment.
In early De~ember, Al Burnett of Con tempo- Tubbs thinks or what Pres.
"I do think there's a conflict
raryCarsofOrlandoannouncedthathewill do- La1ng think~,>' Bowen said. "I. [of interest]," Mann said July
nate funds, to be matcned by the state, for a $1· care aliout what I think and '' 3. He said he thought the five
· mi1lion accounting chair. .
what is right for my constitu--'· 'senators were coerced by cenAlso.last fall, Sun Bank pledged to fund ~nd en ts."
terdirectorJimmie Ferrell. He
• establish ?-$1-million emiJlent scholar bahkmg · He a1so said 'he stipulation ,. said Ferrell has veto power
chair.
. ·
. • had ootbeen debated that day. over 0-Team.
· These endo,yments Wiil fund the work of
Mann agr~ed with Bowen,
Ferrell said the transacoutstanding teachers, scholars and research- saying the issue was where the tions in question were legitiers in the State University System.
revenue would end up.
mate uses of the account. He
Of the 10 senators voting to said he has asked SG several
uphold the veto, five are either times for a $300 000 escrow
employed by th e Student Cen- account to cover major repairs.
Ferrell said he did not see a
ter or members of Orientation
Team, wh ich is run by the conflict of inter est. "They're
center.
more prone to be able to vote
Sen. Steven Bywater works intelligently because they are
in the center1s Clubs and Or- more aware of what the Stuganizations office.
dent Center is," he said.
Senators Anne Gilio, Lisa
Ferrell also said the senate
Thieler, Gary Marlar and for- should not have gone back on
mer senator Dianne Goigel are agreements made between SG
1111 members of 0-Team.
and the Student Center.
1

VETO

FROM PAGE 3
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WHERE: Orlanao
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~arkingfees will
increase revenue,
decrea·s e morale

Women vote average man as the
lowest, ·crudest Seu m of the earth

Money is the root of all evil at UCF.
The gluttons who supervise this university keep
sapping us for more bucks and they have an insatiable appetite that seems to demand more and more
from us.
Speaking on behalf of all the
This time they have targeted the parking fee. This guys in the world except possibly
fall students will face a 60 percent increasein park- Phil Donohue, I want to say that I
ing fees per year. That will mean that every student am really ticked off about the
at UCF will have to dish out $30 a year for the right results of this recent poll of
to hunt for a parking space.
women. You probably read about
This means those little, green, adhesive things it. The Roper Organization asked
(aka: parking decals) can and will become a night- 3,000 women the following quesmare for many students.
tion:
According to the Administrative Procedures Act,
"Do you agree that the average
UCF must hold a public hearing to make a change in man today is a lazy selfish opinthe fees.
ionated egotistical sex-crazed tub
The hearing will be held at 10 a.m. on Monday in of crud who never thinks about
room395D of the Administration building. This room anybody but himself and refuses
is the office of Ash Brown, the general council for the to help with childbearing or
university.
housework and wants to go to bed
Officials and Brown, himself, have said that the with practically every woman he
hearing is a formality and that the fee increase was meets who is not legally his
actually set in early June.
grandmother and tends to have
So, therefore, it is set and there is nothing that we the same annual output of gas as
can do, but prepare ourselves.
Montana?"
How can the university administrators continue to
Eighty-seven percent of the
hik.e up the prices for everything around here without women agreed with this. The
letting students have a chance to protest or state our other 13 percent noted that men
opinions?
also pick their noses at stoplights.
We realize that the university needs more parkBy scientifically analyzing these results, we can
ing. We also realize that we will have to pay more conclude that women do not appear to have a high
funds towards parking so that UCF can grow.
opinion of men. This is unfair. Oh, sure, men in the
However, we also think that any increase over 30 past have displayed certain unfortunate behavior
percent is too much, but that is not the real crime.
patterns that tended to produce unhappy relationThe crime is that the university officials act as ships, world wars, etc. But today's man is different.
dictators over the students and do not give any regard Today's man knows that he's supposed to be a sensito our views. We must simply swallow our pride and tive and caring relationship partner, and he's making
shell out the extra bucks.
radical lifestyle changes such as sometimes rememOn top of disregarding what we think about the bering to remove the tissue wads from his pockets
parking fee, we will not even see the results of our before depositing his pants on the floor to be picked
monetary sacrifices.
up by the Laundry Fairy.
The major part of the parking fee will fund a new
And so here we men are, making this kind of
parking garage that has no specific plans and that extreme sacrifice, and WHAM, the Roper Organizawill more than likely not become a reality for many tion hits us with the fact that women still think we're
years.
jerks. This really bums my briefs.
Therefore, we are being asked to pay for future
I mean, I'd like you women to stop and think for a
UCF students to have parking spaces. And, of course, moment about what this world would be like without
this will all take agreatdeal of time. (No matter what men. Think about the vast array of cultural and
happens there is always a lot of added mumbo scientific achievements you'd have to do without,
jumbo.)
including:
What is so wrong with having a new school year
1. Football.
that fees are not increased?
2. Professional football.
We want more parking, but we do not want such a
3. Ear hair.
rash increase in the parking decal fees.
4. Betting on football.
Once again, the university officials are fueling the
The list just goes on and on. And let's talk about
fire for students to become angry and irate.
men's alleged obsession with sex. Do you women
Maybe they should stop being so money and greed think that men are just ANIMALS? Do you rea11y
motivated and try to develop a pleasant and lasting think that all they want to do is get you into bed?
relationship, instead of a continuing war, with the Wrong! A lot of guys, especially in bars, would be
UCF students.
happy to get you into a phone booth! Or right there on
It's way past time to call a truce, reach an agree- the bar! ("Nobody will notice us," the guy will say,
ment and to stop being at odds with one another.
being suave. 'They're watching 'Wheel of Fortune."')
But that doesn't mean ALL guys are like that.
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There are countless examples of guys who think
about things besides sex. The guys on the U.S. Supreme Court, for example, think about important
constitutional issues, as is shown by the transcript
from recent court deliberations:
CHIEF JUSTICE WILLIAM H. REHNQUIST:
Whoa! Get a load of tqe torts on THAT plaintiff!
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE BYRON R. WHITE:
(Dies.)
And I am particularly outraged by the charge that
guys never help out around the house. I happen to be
a guy, and often, when my wife goes away, I assume
Total Responsibility for the household, and my wife
has such confidence in me that she will often wait for
an entire half-hour before she calls:
MY WIFE: Is everything OK?
ME: Fine!
MY WIFE: Is Robert OK?
ME: Robert?
MY WIFE: Our child.
ME: Robert is here?
My wife likes to give me these helpful reminders
from time to time because once she went away for
several days, and when she got home, she determined
that all Robert had eaten the entire time was chocolate Easter-bunny heads. But other than that, I am
very strong in the homemaking department, the kind
of guy who, if he gets Cheez Whiz on the sofa, will
squirt some Windex on it without even having to be
told.
So come on, women. Stop being so harsh on us guys,
and start seeing past our mucho hairy exteriors, into
the sensitive, thoughtful, and - yes - vulnerable
individuals that we are deep down inside. And while
you're at it, fix us a sandwich.

•

•

Police searches infringe civil rights
Area police set up roadblocks this past weekend to
protect us from drunken drivers. By stopping each
driver they hope to keep the roads safe. Keeping
drunken drivers off of our roads is in the public
interest, but the police are destroying the Bill of
Rights in the process. This practice has been recently
approved by the Supreme Court.
Chief Justice Rehnquist found there was a public
need to make it worth the violation of the Fourth
Amendment's strictures against unreasonable
search and seizure. The Chief Justice has, once
again, revealed himself to be a strict destructionist of
our priceless civil liberties.
·
In upholding the legality of these searches, the
Supreme Court disregarded the fact that the police
have no reasonable cause to search drivers. These
random searches violate of our civil rights.
The dissent in this case by Justice Stevens points
to a Maryland program that stopped 41,000 motorists at 125 checkpoints. There were only 143 arrests.
The court used a three pronged balancing test to
justify unreasonable intrusion into privacy. The
balancing test should have only been applied after

the police showed a "special governmental need beyond the normal need" for criminal law enforcement.
Maine struck down a similar, but more unusual
police program. Police used a "riverblock" to seize
drugs from canoeists at a recreational area. The stopping of thousands of canoes and the physical searching of many innocent people gained just a few arrests.
The legitimization of the roadblocks by the Supreme Court has severely weakened our constitutional rights. The Constitution was designed to protect us from unreasonable intrusions by authorities.
The problem of drunken driving is a terrifying one,
but the police are unreasonable when they search so
many to find so few.
Whatever your opinion is on this problem, the fact
remains: our essential liberties are in definite peril.
-Tom diLustro is a senior majoring in legal studies.
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The day in history when
internships made sense
•
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•
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"I'm sorry sir, but could you repeat that?" the freshman asked,
eyeing her academic advisor suspiciously.
"One more time. You work for a
company for nothing. Divide the
number ofhours you work per week
by three and that determines the
number of semester hours you'll
earn towards your degree, as well as
the amount you'll pay for tuition.
Haven't you ever heard of an internship before?"
"Oh, is that what an internship
is? Sounds more like an insurance
policy that pays the school by making sure its students get work. And
the students pay the premiums. I
bet ifI worked for a company for free
for 15 weeks I could get a job
whether or not I was paying a university for the privilege!"
Outside the building, she found a
tree and sat down against it.
The heat persisted and she felt
her eyes grow heavy. Leaning her
head back, she started to nod off, but
was suddenly distracted by what
sounded like the approach of a rabid
ostrich with mental banquet trays
on each foot. Opening her eyes, she
saw that it was a guy on the squeakiest, oldest bike in the world. As he
approached, his chain fell victim to
an epileptic seizure, throwing the
lad over the handlebars onto the
sidewalk's unfriendly surface.
Bloody kneed, the youth sprung to
his feet quickly and began to repair

his bike. "Are you okay?" she asked.
"I'll live," came his reply. Embarrassed, he looked up, his shaggy hair
in his eyes. ''Thanks for asking."
After introducing themselves, the
conversation lulled.
"Say, have you ever done an internship?" she asked.
"Just one. I started as a copy boy.
Pretty soon, I became mail room
manager, then accountant, then
systems analyst, then production
supervisor, and then, finally, C.E.O.
It was alright."
"Wow really? Did they pay you a
lot of money to do all that stuff?" she
asked.
"Yeah. I bought this bike and than
gave the rest back. .. having it around
ruined my grant eligibility. School's
more fun than work anyway-it's all
reward and no challenge out there. If
you ever want a good night's rest,
you'll do an internship. Makes you
feel honest."With that, he hopped on
his bike, bid her adieu, and squeaked
off into the distance.
She laughed, realizing that the
guy's idiotic words made sense.
Six months later they were married. For their honeymoon, they interned at Niagara Falls. They and
their grants lived happily ever after.

by Mark Michaels

Cordless fishing poles
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M'f WIFE WON'T
LET ME Hfo.VE ONE!

by Charles Rudd
I 1HOUGHT I'D NE.VER GET TO
USE THAT LI NE!
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STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Problems With?
Need?
• Landlords?
•A Will?
• Insurance?
•Name Change?
.,,;\'·"SITJ·
• Contracts? -.,..;..' . ore~...,.• uncontested
•Police?
~.. Dissolution?
r

Make
money
selling
ads!
The Central Florida
Future is looking for
students to sell advertising. Stop by the Future
business office and fill
out an application.
You do not have to be a
pro at sales management
to apply .
We'll provide you with
the tools, training and
experience you'll need.
For more information,
call Thomas Negron
at 275-2601.

,r.;Sherwood Forest,r.; ·
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
365-3425
2 112 bath 2 room townhouse wsh & dryer 1
mile from UCF with garage $500 per month
call 249-1685 for more info ...

NEWMAN CLUB
A social , spiritual , and service club sponsored
by Cathol ic Campus Ministry and open to all
students . For information call 281-4438.

Oueensize waveless waterbed for sale - with
frame and pads~ Call 658-241 Asking $1
Ask for Ken .

o.

Nonsmoking female rmmt for brand new 212
apt. W/D, Pool & more 366-8876

oo.

AWESOME TENNIS RACKETS
Ask for JC or leave message 677-4835

Roommates needed before Aug. 1st. Apt.
located at 436 &Aloma. $157/mo + 1/3 phone
& power (water tree) . 2 pools, tennis, laundry
room & mailboxes next to apt. Close to UCF
and 0-town. $25 one time application fee
payable by money order. Call Roy Parrish at
679-6121 from Sam til midnight. Leave message if I am not home.

NEC multispeed laptop computer, HewlettPac'kard Portable printer, tons of name brand
software , carry case. Great for working at
home and at school . $1350 080 859-0962

ATIENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAYI
'Assembl~ products at home. Details. (1) 602838-A~85 EXT. W: 5780. •
•
•
ATTENTION : POSTAL JOBSI Start,$11.41/
houri For application info call (1 )602-838t1885 Ext. M-5780, 6am:10pm, 7 days.

;

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Free Pregnancy Tests & Referrals
Call 898-5751

SURF BARBADOS from $319 Quiet unspoiled ST. Kitts 5 nts from $379 ReggaeJAM
(800) U REGGAE

•

JAMAICA frdm $185 AIR HOTEL FT. LAUD
JAMAICA SHUTTLE from ORLANDO $265
ReggaeJAM 800 UREGGAE (800)873-4423
RECORD STORE CHOICES - Mt.IL ORDER
prices. Original artists/labels .•Average price
$6.98 - $9.98 - 2 for 1 with coupon - 20
coupons only $5!1 Distributors needed in your
•
•
area!!
Brian Peterson
'
PO Box 2779, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106

SPANISH TUTORING,CALL 282-3576 BETWEEN 7 TO 9:30AM, AFTER 9PM; ALSO
WEEKENDS . •
Get.tutoring inl.otus 1-2-3, dBase, or assistance w/ business projects. CGS 1060-3000
a specialty. Call Charles 273·4279.

•

ATTENTIOKI: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. Details. (1 )602-838-8885. Ext. Bk 5780

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS I AIRLINES NOW
HIRING! ALLPOSITIONSI $17,500-$58,240.
Call (1 )602-838-8885 Ext. X-5780.

•

Fast* Professional * Accurate

JMJ Life Center. 603 Virginia Dr.

Earn 20% on everything you sell I
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You! Call The Central Florida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 275·
2601

Half Duplex-Near College, furnished . • •
$45,900. Shirley Haering, Realtor.
Call to see this or others. 628-2573.

Gay male seeks male to share.home 6 mi from
UCF fumisbed if needed write POB 970 Goldenrod FL 32733

85 NISSAN SENTRA 4dr., loaded, new tires,
automatic, AIC . Excellent cond. orig. owner.
$2975 Nego. 699-9025.

RESUMES-Writing and developmert services by resume consultant with 9 years of
experience. For details by mail, Call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1)805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Brand new custom 413 5 mins from campus, all
appliances, must be neat, clean, responsible
nonsmoker, $310 + 113, contact Mark/Ted
678-2449

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM lett~r .quality/Laser printing.

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100 . Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1•
•
602-838-8885 Ext. A-5780.

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

MARGOT- HOPE THAT YOU fl.RE FEELING
BETTER.

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735
IZUSU- I-Mark 86 Black Auto A/C 4dr, Sunroof, linted windows. Mint cond need to sell
asking $3350/olfer. Call (407) 671-5528
leave message

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF . Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! CRUISESHIPS
AND CASINOS NOW HIRING! ALL POSI·
TIONS! Call (1)602·838-8885 Ext. Y-5780.

LAURIE- HOPE THAT YOUR SUMMER IS
GOING WELL. GIVE ME A CALL WHENEVER YOU HAVE TIME

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES,
2431 Alorna #211 671-4414.

TRACY

CARING FRIENDS
PREGNANCY COUNSELING

Lights-, .came~a;. acUori!

1n1 N. Semoran Blvd.• Or1ando, FL 32807

The Cehtral F.lorida Future is searching.

(Lice.nsed by the State of Florida)

for a few good photographers to cover·
campus, community an9 sporting events.

Free Pregnancy Tests,·
Counseling,
~.doption, if desired:
COMPLETELY.CONFIDENTIAL

Apply .today! For more .inf~rmofion and dA ·application,
call Jorge Alvdrez at 275-286.5 or 275-2601.

Donna Littlefield, R.N.
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(407) 658-1818
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Activity and Service Fee
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STUDENT GovERMENT AND FINANCIAL AID-
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. TO YOUR WALLET .OR PURSE

- ~-

•

.

.

f

.

d.

I you are intereste in

***

)

· serving on the

·WUCF Advisory Board,
~ stop by the Student .f.l

•

Goverment Offices to pick
up an .appl.ication or cal I
275-2191 for more
) · information.
·J
-~

,Ji'~ :

~

~~~

) JI

¢

.

HOMECOMING 1990 .
should be a BLAST!!
We picked a GREAT .
· Iheme this year- the
ROARING 20's.
~ There are still a few
positions open if you
would like·to gel
. involved.
For more information
call 658-0051 & ask for
Victoria. ·

9
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MISS FLORIDA
FRO~

PAGE 12

:

.
Ombres' wife, Mimi, who is
. -·in charge of public relations,
added: "Sandy- emceed 15-20
local pageants between Janu_,
ary and March 1990. This was
in ~ddition to her appearances
at promotional a.vents, benefits and the tou ·st spots, such
as Busch Gardens."
Even th_ough ihe schedule
was h'ectic, Frick managed to
attend a majority of her UCF
spring classes scheduled and
maintain a "B" average.
Time may be tight, but
money is no problem regarding
Frick's decision to permanently move to Orlando and
attend UCF.
During the past four years,
the local pageants, the Miss
Florida Pageant and the Miss
America Pageant have
• a warded Frick over $22,000 in

OLETA ADAMS
ROM PAGE 12

jazz.
From the album's opening
track, "Rhythm Of Life," to the
closing number, "Don't Look
To CloselJ." Adams holds the
_listener captive-to her incredible musir..al talent.
· The singer's vocals soar in
the- Brenda Russel penned,
"Get Here." True, there is a lot
of passion in the lyrics, but
Adams' vocal style gives the
song meaning and believability.
Another of the LP's highlights comes in the form of the
title track, "Circle ofOne."The
cut begins with a very New Age

scholarsnip funds.
_ In addition to scholarship
money, Frick .earns between
$125 to $250 at each four-:h our
appearance as Miss Florida.·
However, personal decisions are a problem. Miami
ties are strong. Born and
raised in Miami, Frick not oqly
has a business established
there, but she also has a police
off)cer boyfriend of four years
to con sider.
"I have a boyfriend, but
there is no rush. Everything is
up in the air. I want to establish a stable career first," Frick
said.
The Mis!3 Florida Page.ant
experience has been, "Exciting, tiring and demanding...
my life has not been stable,"
Frick said.
Frick may need to take a
mini-vacation before making
any big decisions regarding
life or what the future may
hold.
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W~Y: llACK : 1N·

1soo
.·NOAH WEBS.TER _S URE KNEW·
... .
WHAT HE ;WAS . • •
!J'ALKIN(; ABOlJT•••.
FRESH- \fresh\ .1 : not altered by processing 2: having its . ; :
original qual~ties unimpaired
3: pure 4: i~experienced or
made new.

•

•
..

NATURAL- \nach-{e)-rel\ 1: be~ng in accordance_wi\h nature
2: occurring in conformity with the ordinary cours.e of nat'lire 3: possessing higher qualit.ies 4: to be produced by
nature 5: not cultivated 6: freedom fro~ artificiality.

••.IN 19c)o HE ·stILL DOE~!

•

·

•

Nature'S Table

..

foel, but winds up sounding
reminiscent of something off of
The Seeds Of Love.
The highest point on the
album is one of Adams' songs
from her days· as a lounge
singer.
Written for Adams' father
as an explanation of her decisicm to pursue music, "I've Got
To Sing My Song," uses · a
strong gospel approach without sounding heavy.
Circle of One is not for eve.
ryone, that is for sure.
Such a pure form of jazz, if ·
one really exists, serving ~ s
the base for the project mig.1t
turn many listeners off, but for
those who find this quality
appealing, Circle of One .is
required listening.
J

•

COMING SOON TO UNIVERSITY SHOPPES

THE DEFINITIVE FRESH AND NAT_~RAL
·EXPERIENCE

··-

..
•

:

•

FROZEN YOGURT

. •.

'--~~~~~~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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•
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£nteiprises
.
..

When my friends and I graduated from high school, we
all took partime jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints,
and all they got was dishpan hands and greasy noses.
Not me. I joined The Confetti Crew at The Central
Florida Euture.
They're the people who bring you reviews on the latest
mqvies and album releases every week. They're also an
important part of Central Florida's fine arts community.
So, since I'm helping them do such an important job,
they're helping me gain invaluable experience (and money
in my checking account, too). And that's a heck of a better
deal than any car wash will give you.

GOLD FIRE
ENTERPRISES
. .

.·

•.

(407) .249-7.7 1"9

·or Write Us at: .

··i>.o·. Box ·677547

· · · Orlando,.FL ·
We c~ help

with all your

•

.e quipment,=consulting, and
programming ~eed~!

:

... SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS.
CALL STEVE AT 275·2865.

•

.
•

r

32867-7547 '

.The Confetti Crew

,

t

Having trouble with your.·
. current c~~puter system?·
Or nee.d a new one? .
.Want fast and (riendly help-?
.
Then CALL: :

Sign up now for
and get the e~perience
that will last you
a lifetime.

f

,

..
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'Days of Thunder' rumbles, 'Die Hard 2' roars
Occasionally, we at the Features

t;?;~~~~~~~~f~~~~ti~~ lllllllllltl~~ll
• Days of Blunder
Poor Tommy Cruise ... the bad boy's
film has fallen way behind its opening
expectations. But is it really all that
surprising? Eventually one of those
films Mr. Cruise makes would have to
fail. Boes this ruin any hopes for CocktaU"II?

•On Time
The reunited Time have a new
album out in stores now. Pandemonium, the album die-hard funksters
have been waiting for, reunites the
guys that made their mainstream debut in Prince's 1984 film, Purple Rain.
If the first single, "Jerk Out," is any
indication of what the album is like,
Pandemonium should smoke.

• Banned In The U.S.A..
When is the insanity over this 2 Live
Crew thing going to end? Don't those
idiots in Tallahassee realize they are
messing with the constitution? ._
. I must praise Bruce Springsteen for
lending hi s mega-hit song "Born In The
U.S.A," to Luther Campbell for his
new single. For those who don't know,
Luther is the founding father of 2 Live
Crew.
The single, "Banned In The U.S.A.,"
shipped double platinum - that's two
million copies folks!

•

•
•

• Die Harder
,
The film with the wierd subtitl e
seems to be'doing quite well at the box
office th ese days. In fact, Die Hard2 set
all sorts of records for opening day
receipts. The film definately deserves
the ticket sales it is generating. The
action/adventure film is just as packed
with wit and action as the first one
(And, don't forget, plenty of those creative death-defying stunts for Bruce
Willis' character to perform). If you
haven't already taken a look at Die
Hard 2, do so now it's worth it.

•Naughty Drew
According to the Star magazine, a
dr ied-out Drew Barrymore danced at a
wild Hollywood sex orgy. And here's
the kicker, her mom was supposedly
cheering her on.
The story is that Sandra Bernhard
was throwing a wild shindig for her
new film, Witlwut You I'm Nothing, in
some Hollywood nightclub. Erotic
dancers were performing some show
when Drew took the stage to loud applause.
Drew said she didn't realize what
was going on on stage when she started
dancing. Yeah, right Drew.

• Madonna, Madonna
Hail, hail Madonna for her willingness to stand up to censors in Canada.
It seems the authorities in the town of
one of her show's stops tried to get the
''breath less," blonde wonder to change
the content of her show.
· Madonna refused to change anything and offered to let the police tell
the large crowd why the concert was
cancelled if they arrested her. The cops
backed off and the show went on exactly as planned. Strike another one up Bruce Willis stars as "John McClane," the man capable of escaping death more
times than James Bond, in this summer's hot film, Die Hard 2.
for the win column .

•

•

If you're not
recycling,
you're th rowing
it all away.

A'l'TENTION PARENTS
Housing is critical. Rents
are going up every month!

•

A reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you' re throwing away a lot more than just your
trash. You and your community can recycle.
Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: EDFRecycling, 257 Park Avenue South, New York, NY
10010. for a free brochure that will tell you everything
you need to know about recycling.
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YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE
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Week
'89 title year a tough one far· UCF
business student Sandra Frick
by Jackie Fiorito
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Meeting UCF student and the Miss
Florida 1989 titleholder in person was a
little difficult. However, finding time to
talk with her on the telephone from Hialeah, located in the Miami area, was no
problem. The energetic blonde with the
hectic schedule was sitting at home with
an injured ankle.
"The timing is not good at all. I tore the
ligaments 1n my right ankle whi1e practicing dance routines for the 1990 Miss Flor1.da Pageant," Sandra "Sandy" Frick said.
The injury, which occurred June 2, did not
prevent Frick from p·r eforming in the
feature routines of the pageant held on
June 27-30.
Not used to injuries during her 17
years of dancing, the 24-year-old's ballet
talent contributed to her winning the
1989 Miss Florida title and also contributed to her success as one of the top 10 finalists at the 1990 Miss America Pageant.
In addition to holding the crown, she
owns an aerobiddance studio in Miamj.
Frick and her sister, Nancy, 36, opened
their business, Head Over Heels, two
years ago.
-.'Business has suffered while Sandy
has been away," said Martha Kiser,
Frick's pageant chaperone and friend for
five years.
"She is the brains and talent of that
studio. However, business should flourish
upon her return. Being Miss Florida
should help increase business," Kiser
added.

The 5' 6", greeneyed entrepreneur
is n ot sure what she
wants to do now
that
she
has
handed over her
title to Miss Florida
1990. Her last
commitment with
the pageant will be
a USO Tour scheduled from July
through August.
"I want to continue with the business; however, it
depends on the best
options available. I
would like to finish
at UCF. I love the
Orlando
area,"
Frick said.
Originally
a
Florida International University
studentmajoringin
Fashion Merchandising and Busiptioto counesy ol Sandra Fr•cl<
ness Administration, Frick decided UCF student Sandra Frick represented Florida to the nation as
to transfer to UCF the titleholder of Miss Florida 1989.
while located in
Orlando during her Miss Florida reign.
over 100 social appearances which took
"I believe I'm one of the first Miss her all over Florida.
Florida's to attend school while repre"The majority of the booking commitsenting the pageant," Frick said.
ments were scheduled from Friday
Frick took 12 credit hours, majoring in through Sunday," William Ombres, presiBusiness Administration, during the dent of the Miss Florida Board, said.
Spring 1990 term.
see MISS FLORIDA page 10
During her reign she also had to make

New works by Nitzer Ebb and Oleta
Adams well worth a first listen ·

• Showtime
Artist: Ni tzer Ebb
Producer: Flood
Label: Geffen
Nitzer Ebb's latest album,
Showtime, combines industrial sounds with interesting
lyrics in an artistic creation
well worth listening to.
"Industrial," the musical
genre most associated with
Nitzer Ebb, can be described
as a modem dance-type music
for "progressives."
Showtime however, is .not
limjted to merely dance music.
"Getting Closer," the LP's
first and probably best track,
is a charged, industrial song
alive with energy.
The cut has an explosive
beat that you can't help but
dance to.
Nitzer Ebb displays their
artistic prowess in their second track, "Nobody Knows."
"Nobody Knows" is much
slower than the first and is an
excellent example of how in-

dustrial music mixes various
beats, different sounds and instruments.
The poetic lyrics of another
one of the album's hightlights,
"One Man's Burden," should
convince a listener that this
intelligent group goes beyond
simply screaming things like,
"I hate you."
Instead, Nitzer Ebb write
imaginative songs which go
beyond description.
"Lightning Man" is the LP's
other dance hit, with an unlikely combination of industrial sounds and piano and
brass back-up.
"Fun To Be Had" is the
album's last track. Written
with a didactic flair, "Fun To
Be Had" is a probing song
about a philosophy of life as
exemplified by this line: "What
you think should be from your
own mind?/What's right?/
What's true?/Just think-for
you."
If this lyric sounds impressive, you will find that the rest
of the album's lyrics are just as
interesting, curious and
thought provoking.
For those who have never
heard industrial music, and
there are many out there,
Showtime would be a great
first taste.
Those who listen to indus·trial music, probably already
know what a great album
Nitzer Ebb's Showtime is.
- Jay Eckardt

• Circle of One
Artist: Oleta Adams
Producers: Roland Orzabal
and Dave Bascombe

Label: Fontana
Most people are probably familiar with the voice of Oleta
Adams via Tears for Fears' last
album, The Seeds of Love. Her

powerful vocal style and her
soothing piano playing graced
Tears for Fear's second single,
"Woman In Chains," as well as
several other cuts on the
album.
But Oleta Adams' history
goes farther back than that.
Having sung in the church
choir since the age of five and
having played the piano since
the age of eight, music has long
been a part of Oleta's soul.
That musical history is what
brings Oleta Adams' first major label release, Circle of One,
to life.
With heavy assistance from
Tears for Fears' Roland Orzabal, Oleta Adams has created a
beautiful blend of contemporary rhythm and· blues and
see OLETA ADAMS page 10

Billboard's Top Five
week ending July 7, 1990

Hot 100 Singles

Modern Rock Tracks

1. "Step By Step"

1. "Way Down Now"
World Party
2. "Pretty Pink Rose"
Adrian Belew & David
Bowie
3. "Policy of Truth"
Depeche Mode
4."Joey"
Concrete Blonde
5. "Never Do That"
Pretenders

2.
3.

4.
5.

New Kids On The Block
"It Must Have Been
Love"
Roxette
"She Ain't Worth It"
Glenn Medeiros
"Poison"
Be ll Biv Devoe
"Hold On"
En Vogue

e Billboard 1990

• In Concert•••
Janet Jackson - On July
13, MissJacksonwilltakethe
stage at the Orlando Arena
for an 8 p.m. show . Jackson's
concerts have been selling
out everywhere since this
spring when she launched
her tour in March. The highly
produced show covers material from her two megaselling albums, Control and
Rh y th m Nation
18 14.
Chuckie Booker is the
opening act. Tickets for the
show are $22.75 and can be
purchased at all TicketMaster locations.
(.

Eric Clapton - Riding high
on the success of his most
recent LP, Journeyman,
Clapton has been selling out
arena dates across the cou ntry. The show brings to life
music from the expanse of
Clapton's long musical career. Tickets for the 8 p.m.
concert on July 25 at Orlando
Arena are $22. 75 and can be
purchased at all TicketMaster locations.
Dana Carvey - Saturday
Night Live's "Church Lady,"
Dana Carvey, will bring his
strange cast of characters,
including special guest Mike
Meyers ("Wayne's World"),
to the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Centre at 8 p.m. on July
27. Tickets for the performance are $21 and can be purchased at all TicketMaster
locations.

• Enzian Theatre
The controversial film, Tie
Me Up! Tie Me Down!, will
continue its run at the Enzian
Theater in Maitland through
July 19. The film, from Spanish director Pedro Almodovar
(Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Breakdown), tells
the story of one man's attempt at wooing the girl he
loves. Critics have hailed the
film as one of the year's
brightest pictures. Showtimes are 7:15 p.m. and 9:30
p.m ..
• Li brary Exhibi ts
The University of Central
Florida library will host an
exh ibit of Chinese Paintings
by Xu Yu Li ng as well as
Japanese Works of Art by Dr.
William Grasty fro m the
school of Communication.
The exhibits are available for
viewing during regular library
hours. Contact the UCF library for more information.
• Everyday Object Art
Old refrigerators, household
sinks and tree stumps are
just some of the everyday
objects Chinese sculptor
Baochi Zhang appropriates
in his visual commentaries of
·life in the late twentieth century.
Selections of the young
sculptor's work will be on
view at Mount Dora Center
for the Arts this summer. The
exhibit is open to the public
from 1 Oa.m. -4 p.m . Monday
throug h Saturday. Admission is free. Contact Mount
Dora Center for the Arts at
(904) 383-0880 for more information.
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